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r[ABSTRACT

The SASSYS LMFBR systems analysis code was devel-
'oped to analyze the consequences of failures in the
.'shutdown heat removal system and to determine whether
|this system can perform its mission adequately even
iwith some of its components inoperable. SASSYS pro-
jTides a detailed thermal-hydraulic analysis of the
ireactor core, inlet and outlet coolant plenums, primary
iand intermediate heat transport systems, steam genera—
|tors, and emergency heat removal systems for any LMFBR
I design. One key feature of the code is the sodium
boiling model, which can be especially significant in
leases where pump power is lost and normal natural cir-
jculation heads are insufficient to prevent temporary
jf low stagnation in part or all of the core. In such
cases, boiling in part of the core should provide the
driving head to re-establish flow, while at the same
time removing enough heat to prevent melting of fuel
and clad.

NOMENCLATURE

|

iAk
b0*bl'b2

8Q,aj,a2 coefficents in the linearized equation for
liquid flow rate changes
coolant flow area in element k
coefficients in the linearized equation for
changes in compressible volume pressure
coefficients used to estimate core channel
flows

CJ^ coefficients in the matrix equation for
changes in compressible volume pressures

CRBR Clinch River Breeder Reactor
dj coefficients in the matrix equation for

changes in compressible volume pressures
DNB departure from nucleate boiling
iEBR-II Experimental Breeder Reactor-II
iFFTF Fast Flux Test Facility
;i liquid segment number
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lc core channel number
J compressible volume number
ji compressible volumu at the inlet of a

liquid segment
jo compressible volume at the outlet of a

liquid segment
k liquid element numbers

L set to 1 for the inlet to a channel, 2 for
the outlet from a channel

LMFBR liquid metal cooled fast breeder reactor
L. length of the sub-cooled region in a steam

generator
L2 position where DNB occurs
L3 position where the superheated region

starts
m number of heat transfer nodes in a pipe
p pressure
p ^ n Inlet pressure |
pout outlet pressure •
t time
T l n inlet temperature j
T o u t outlet temperature •
W" coolant flow rate '
W c channel coolant flow rate
W inlet flow rate, averaged over a time step
W n outlet flow rate, averaged over a time step
Ap"u pressure change for a time step
Apfr friction pressure drop
; fipw2 pressure drop due to orifices or,other

pressure drops proportional to W ^
Ap v pressure drop in valves
IAPgr gravity head
Ap pump head

iINTRODUCTION

The SASSYS code is the latest in a series of LMFBR
accident analysis codes which includes SAS1A (_1), SAS2A
(2), SAS3A (3_)» SAS3D (±), and SAS4A (5).

i l Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Jepartment.of Energy.
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! These earlier codes were developed to analyze
j severe hypothetical core disruptive accidents involving
| extensive melting of fuel pins, high power levels and
; short time scales ranging from milliseconds to a few
| seconds* They treat the reactor core in great detail,
I but the only analysis of phenomena outside the reactor
.vessel is a simple treatment of primary loop hydraulics
!Co drive the subassembly coolant dynamics calculations.

;In contrast, SASSYS is oriented toward the analysis of
" shut-down heat removal performance, especially under
natural circulation conditions, and it is also capable
of analyzing operational transients. SASSYS uses a
detailed core treatment taken mainly from SAS4A, but it
also contains a detailed thermal-hydrsiilic treatment of
the primary and intermediate heat transport systems, as
well as the steam generators. SASSYS also treats the
.control system in considerably more detail than the
|earlier codes. I

| A number of other LMFBR systems analysis codes
currently exist. These codes include the DEMO code
\(6), developed to analyze the CRBR reactor, the IANUS
'code (2)» developed to analyze the FFTF reactor, and the
\HATDEMO code (8) developed for the EBR-II reactor. The
main differences between SASSYS and these other codes
are in the amount of detail in the core treatment, in
the applicability to more than one reactor design, and
|in the numerical algorithms used.

i Many systems codes use a simple core treatment,
lumping all of the core driver assemblies into a single
average assembly and all of the radial blanket assem-
blies into a second average assembly. Also, many do
!not account for flow redistribution between different
'driver assemblies, or between driver assemblies and
blanket assemblies at low flow rates. Most systems
.codes can not handle boiling of the sodium in the core.
In contrast, SASSYS can analyze a number of different
core and radial blanket assemblies in detail, account-
ing for transient flow redistribution, subassembly-to-
subassembly heat transfer, and boiling of the coolant.

j Typically, a systems code is written for only one
'reactor design and is not applicable to other designs.
jThe SASSYS code ia intended for use with any LMFBR,
using either a loop or a pool design, a once-!:hrough
-steam generator or an evaporator-superheater combina-
jtion, and either a homogeneous core or a heterogeneous
icore with internal blanket assemblies. In addition to
SASSYS, another systems analysis code, the SSC code
(9), has the flexibility to handle different reactor
designs. SSC also can provide a core treatment that is
imore detailed than that of most other LMFBR systems
analysis codes.

i
I Shut-down heat removal transients are often long,
'slow transients lasting hundreds or thousands of
seconds. In order to reduce the computer time required
ito run such a case, it is usually desirable to take
large time steps for the calculation of flows, pres-
sures, and temperatures. Many systems codes use ex-
plicit forward time differencing algorithms which be-
comf; numerically unstable for large time step sizes.
Many of the algorithms used in previous SAS codes are
also limited to short time steps. Most of the numeri-
cal algorithms in SASSYS use semi-implicit or fully-
lapllclt time differencing schemes that are stable for
large time steps. i

CORE TREATMENT j
I

The SASSYS core treatment uses a multi-channel ;

treatment, where each "channel" represents a fuel pin,
Its associated coolant, and a fraction of the subassec—
bly duct wall. Usually a channel is used to represent
an average pin in a fuel subassembly or a group of
subasse-ablies. A channel can also be used to represent
a blanket assembly or a control rod channel, and the
hottest pin in an assembly can be represented Instead
of the average pin. A channel represents the whole
length of a subassembly, including the core, the axial
blankets, the gas plenum region, and the spaces above
and below the pins. Different channels can be used to
account for radial and azimuthal power variations
within the core, as well as variations in coolant flow
orificing and fuel burn-up. Usually from five to twen-
ty channels are used to represent a reactor.

Fuel Pin Heat Transfer
In general, finite differencing in both space and

time is used in SASSYS. Up to 36 axial nodes are used
to represent a channel. Up to 24 of these nodes can be
In the core and axial blankets, with the rest used for
the gas plenum region and the spaces above and beleu
the pins. The sizes of the axial nodes can be arbi-
trarily set by the user, and it is not necessary to use
a uniform node size to obtain accurate temperatures.
For the fuel pic heat transfer calculations in the core
and axial blankets, each axial node is divided into up
to eleven radial fuel nodes, three clad nodes, on~
coolant node, and two duct wall nodes. Outside the
core and axial blankets, tempeiatures are also calcu-
lated, but fewer radial nodes are used. Either an
upper or a lower fission gas plenum can be handled.

For the pre-boiling temperature calculations, the
fuel, clad, coolant, and duct wall temperatures for an
axial node are solved for simultaneously, using a semi-
Implicit or fully implicit time differencing schece
that is numerically stable for large time steps.
Temperature-dependent thermal properties are used.
After boiling starts, the fuel pin heat transfer calcu-
lations stop at the clad surface, and the clad surface
heat flux is used to couple with the boiling calcula-
tion.

Coolant Dynamics and Boiling
In general, LMFBRs are designed to provide cooling

by natural circulation flow in the primary and inter-
mediate sodium loops if all pump power is lost, but in
many designs some sequences of pump power losses or
other component failures can lead to temporary flow
stagnation and coolant boiling in the core. If the
reactor power is down to decay heat levels before flow
stagnation occurs, then boiling in part of the core
should provide the driving head to re-establish flow
while at the same time removing enough heat to prevent
melting of the fuel or clad. For this reason, one of
the key features of the SASSYS code is the inclusion of
a detailed boiling model. This boiling model, which is
similar to that used in the SAS3D code, couples direct-
ly with the fuel pin heat transfer calculations and
with the primary loop hydraulics.

The coji. nt flow rate calculations for a channel
are driven b *-he inlet and outlet coolact plenum pres-
sures, both b l_>re and after the start of boiling. All
channels use the same Inlet and outlet plenum pressures,
so flow redistribution between channels as flow rates
and temperatures change is automatically accounted for.
Also, the coupling of all channels to common inlet and
putlet plenums provides for hydraulic coupling between
{Channels. The onset of boiling a»;d inlet flow reversal
In one channel can lead to a temporary rise in the
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"inlet plenum pressure and an increase in flow in other
I channels*

The pre-boiling calculations use incompressible
flow. Friction, inertia, orifice pressure drops, and
grid-spacer pressure drops are accounted for* Also,
,the gravity head is re-calculated for every time step
using the current coolant temperatures*

The boiling model is the multiple-bubble slug-
ejection model from SAS4A. This is a detailed model
that accounts for vaporization of a liquid film left on
the clad after v M i n g occurs, for condensation of the
vapor on cooler .lad and duct walls, and for pressure
gradients within vapor bubbles due to streaming vapor*
This model calculates the cooling of the clad due to
vaporization of the liquid film until film dry-out

jj occurs* It also accounts for the bouyancy effects of
the vapor bubbles•

: i
Reactor Power and Heutron Kinetics ',

SASSYS uses a point kinetics treatment for the
neutron flux and fission power level. Reactivity
changes are computed for control rod scram, the Doppler
effect i the fuel, sodium voiding or density changes,
and fuel thermal expansion. Also, decay-heat power
,levels are computed. The time-dependent decay heat
power level either can be supplied by the user or it

— can be computed internally by the code as a function of
'burn-up and power history. <

j ,PRIMARY AND INTERMEDIATE HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

For the primary and intermediate loop thermal

: hydraulics calculations, SASSYS uses a generalized
- geometry as indicated in Fig. 1* A number of compres-

sible volumes are connected by liquid or gas segments,

and each liquid segment can contain one or more ele-
ments. This treatment allows SASSYS to be used for an
arbitrary arrangement of components, since compressible
volumes and segments can be connected in an arbitrary
manner*

Table 1 lists the types of elements that can be
used to make up a liquid segment. Liquid segoents are
characterized by Incompressible flow, with the possible
exception of the core element. The reactor core is a
special element that is handled by the core channel
treatment. Before the onset of boiling an incompress-
ible flow treatment is used for the core, but after the
onset of boiling the flow into the bottom of the core
may not match the flow out of the top.

Compressible volumes are characterized by pres-
sures which drive the flows through the liquid and gas
segments. If a compressible volume does not contain a
'cover gas, then the liquid is treated as compressible.
Table 2 lists the types of compressible volumes that
can be used. All gas segments are treated as pipes.
The gas flow through a pipe is calculated using an
isothermal treatment by Shapiro (10).

Hydraulics

For solving the hydraulic equations for the prima-
ry and intermediate heat transport loops, the use of
semi—implicit or fully implicit time differencing is
more difficult to implement than explicit forward dif-
'ferencing, especially when using a generalized geometry
with an arbitrary number of compressible volumes,

Table 1
Liquid Flow Element Types

COMPRESSIBLE
VOLUME,6AS

en«xo

I

COMPRESSIBLE
VOLUME.LIQUID
PLUS GAS

LIQUID SEGMENT
ELEMENT

ELEMENT
LIQUID SEGMENT

COMPRESSIBLE
VOLUME,LIQUID

Fig. 1. General Heat Transport System

Geometry CTsed in SASSYS

Type Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Description

core subassemblies, SAS channels

core bypass assemblies
pipe

check valve
pump Impeller
IHX, shell side
IRX, tube side

steam generator, sodium side
DRACS heat exchanger, tube side

DRACS heat exchanger, shell side
valve
air dump heat exchanger, sodium
side

segments, and elements. With an implicit scheme, the
pressures and flows for all connected compressible
volumes and segments must be solved for simultaneously.
By linearizing the hydraulic equations for each tine
step, SASSYS obtains a semi-implicit or fully implicit
solution for the hydraulics equations without iterat-
ing.

Linearized semi-implicit or fully implicit methods
are most useful for long transients in which tempera-
tures and flows are changing slowly, since in such
icases accurate results can be obtained with large time
I steps as long as the step sizes are small enough that
I changes during a clsp are small. For more rapid tran-
jSlents, the step size oust be reduced, even with a
'fully implicit method; and for fast transients accuracy
!considerations may require comparable step sizes for
any type of time differencing.



' The finite difference equation used for the pres-
sure change due to liquid flow into and out of a con-
presslble volume during a time step is

Table 2
Compressible Volume Types

( Trpe Number

2

3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

n

Description

inlet plenum
compressible liquid volume, no
cover gas
closed outlet plenum, no cover
gas
almost incompressible liquid
junction,
no cover gas
pipe rupture source
pipe rupture sink, guard vessel
outlet plenum' with cover gas
pool
pump bowl and cover gas
expansion tank with cover gas
compressible gas volume, no
liquid

\\ W l

inertia, aj is the pressure drop at the beginning of
the time step, a 2 is related to partial time deriva-
tives of the pump head and pressure drop terns, and a3

is related to the partial derivatives of the pressure
drops with respect to flow rate.

i

: Equations 1 and 3 can be combined to give a matrix
!equation of the form

(4)

where each sequent 1 connected to compressible volume j
contributes to c.±, c.., and d.. This matrix equation
is solved by GauSian elimination.

j Coupling Between Primary Loop Hydraulics and Core
Flow Calculations. In principle, the coolant flows for
all core channels could be calculated simultaneously,
along with the primary loop hydraulics; but after the
onset of boiling this would unduly complicate the boil-
ing model. Instead, a somewhat relaxed coupling scheme
is used to couple the core flow calculations with the
primary loop hydraulics at the inlet and outlet coolant
plenums. First, the primary loop hydraulics calcula-
tions for a time step are aade before the channel flow
calculations. For this calculation, the core channel
flows are estimated using

(1) dW

in in
(j) - W T (j)]

out out

J
r; Pressure changes due to gas flow between cover gas
-• volumes are handled separately with a similar equation.
-• The coefficients bn, bj, and b2 depend on the proper-

ties of the component and the size of the time step.
' Usually, bQ is zero, bj is related to the compressibll-
: lty of the cover gas or the liquid, and b 2 is related

;to effects of the temperature changes. Since bg, bj,
-• and b 2 can change due to changes in temperature and
- cover gas volume, they are re-computed for each time

step.

| The basic equation for the flow in liquid flow
' ' isegment 1 Is

" * £ . < «

(2)

- flpw2(D - Apv(i) - Ap (1) + App(i)

•After finite differencing and linearizing, this equa-
tion has the form

+ e2(i) [a2(i) + At [Ap(ji) - Ap(jo)]]

aQ(i) - e2(i) a3(i)

I (3)
i
In general, the a's are sums of contributions from each
element, k, in the segment. The term a» is related to

dt
C0(L,ic)

C2(L,ic)px C3(L,ic)|Wc(L,ic) Wc(L,ic)|

(5)

The coefficients CQ, CJ, C 2 and Co are supplied every
time step by ihe core channel coolant dynamics rou-
tines. Equation 5 is used to calculate contributions
to c.j and d. for the inlet and outlet plenums, so the
estimated core flow calculations are directly coupled
with the primary loop hydraulics calculation. Second,
after the primary and intermediate loop hydraulics
calculations are complete, the core channel coolant
dynamics routines compute the actual channel flows for
each channel independently, using the newly calculated
inlet and outlet coolant plenum pressures as boundary
conditions. Third, the difference between the esti-
mated core flow and the actual computed core flow for a
time step is used to adjust the coolant masses in the
inlet and outlet coolant plenums before the start of
the calculations for the next time step.

; Before the onset of boiling, the differences be-
itween estimated and actual core flows are very small,
since equation 5 is equivalent to the equation used by
the pre—boiling core channel coolant dynamics routines,
except that the coefficients in equation 5 "do not
account for the effects of coolant temperature changes
during the current time step. After the start of boil-
Ing, rapid changes in vapor pressures cause rapid
changes in inlet plenum pressure, as well as making
accurate estimates of core flow changes difficult for
'large time steps. Therefore, the time step size must
|be limited to about .01 second during boiling, whereas
time steps of 1 second or more can be used before the
onset of boiling.



1. Adjust the Inlet and outlet plenum pressures for
any errors between estinted and calculated core

1 flows in the last strep.
2. Calculate bg, b|, ?.ii b2 for compressible volumes

In the primary system.
3. Calculate contributions to aQ aj, and a2 for each

element in a liquid segment and sum them for all
liquid segments in the primary system.

4. Calculate contributions to c.̂  and d. for all .
segments in the primary system.

5. Add contributions to CJJ and d. for the estimated
core flow.

6> Solve for Ap :

7. Calculate AN
" i 8. Repeat steps 2,3,4,6, and 7 for the intermediate
^ J loops, if present
~. £ 9« Repeat steps 2,3,4,6, and 7 for the DRACS loops,

if present
• 10. Calculate liquid temperatures
;11. Re-calculate compressible volume pressures with
, new liquid temperatures
;12. Calculate gas flows, adjust cover gas pressures
1

Figure 2. Computational Sequence for a Time Step

i Computational Sequence. Figure 2 shows the compu-
, tational sequence used for a time step for the primary
iand intermediate heat transport systems. The liquid
iflow hydraulics calculations are done first, followed
by temperature calculations and gas flow calculations.

t) j In order to reduce the sizes of the matrix equations
,-• that must be solved, the hydraulics calculations are
.; done for the primary loop first, follwed by the inter-
2 mediate loops and then the DRACS loops, if any.
' Adiabatic compression of the cover gasses is accounted
.:: 'for during the initial hydraulics c-lculations, but
.H :heat transfer to the gas and gas flows through connect-
2 'ing pipes are not accounted for until the gas calcula-

tions at the end of the computational sequence for a
h time step. I

Temperature Calculations ;
A number of different temperature calculation

algorithms are used for different components. The pipe
temperature model is a slug flow model with heat trans-
fer to the pipe walls, as indicated in Fig. 3. The
coolant in a pipe is divided into a number of moving
nodes or slugs. The node boundaries move with the
coolant flow. All nodes in a pipe have equal volumes
except for the first and last nodes. The inlet node
size starts at zero and grows as the flow continues
until it reaches the size of the other nodes. At that
point a new node is started at the inlet. Similarly,
the outlet node shrinks and eventually is removed when
its volume reaches zero. The temperature in a coolant
node changes only due to heat transfer to the pipe
wall. There is one wall node for each coolant node.
One radial node is used in the pipe wall, and an adia-
batic boundary is assumed on the outside of the pipe.
Wall nodes do not move, so the wall node in contact
with a given coolant node changes periodically as the
coolant node boundaries pass wall nodes.

that would require a very detailed model that would
consume large amounts of computer time.

; STEAM GENERATOR j
! SASSYS contains two steam generator options. One
:is a very simple option in which the user specifies the
sodium-side temeprature drop as a function of time.
\ The other option is a moderately detailed, but fast
i running, model. The transients of interest for SASSYS
! usually do not involve rapid steam generator transients
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I Fig. 3. Pipe Temperature Calculations
i

The moderately detailed model for an evaporator or
a once-through steam generator was developed by R. May
and B. Singer (11), using an approach similar to that
of Bein and Yahalom (JL2_). This model uses moving nodal
boundries, as indicated in Fig. 4. Each axial node
represents a well defined physical region with smooth,
slowly varying water properties within the region.

r—l!<"—-
L(ti _ L(t> ,(« ,(t)

^ ' " —

Fig. A. Evaporator Model

For each of these four regions in the evaporator,
an energy equation and a continuity equation is written
for the water. These equations include terms for the
moving boundaries. For each region, an average heat
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Table 3. Channels Used to Represent the Core and Radial Blankets

-. i

Channel

1

2

3

4

Number of
Subassemblies

6

114

42

76

Pins per

Subassembly

217

217

217

61

Relative
Power

i !

L.46

[.27
1
(

.97

.59

Initial Flow
per Subassembly

.112

.111

.094

.176

r

transfer coefficient Is evaluated In order to obtain
the heat flux to the water. On the sodium side, single
phase incompressible flow is assumed, and only an
energy equation is used for each region* In addition,
an over-all loop momentum equation is used for the
sodium in the evaporator plus any pipes attached to it.

A separate model is used for the superheater.
This model is simpler and faster running, since it does

(not use moving boundaries or deal with phase changes.
;A quasi-static approximation used for the steam side
!energy equation provides a very stable solution algo-
!rlthm.

MODULAR APPROACH

In. The coding of SASSYS uses a modular approach.
.j ' general, each component is treated with a separate
\ iroutis-j or group of routines, so a new component treat-
T j ment can be added or an existing treatment can be modi-
.- !fied without affecting the rest of the code.

I Another aspect of the mouular approach is that in
•many cases the code has two options for treating a
component. A simple, fast running option and a more
idetailed but somewhat slower model. Thus, for moder-
ately fast transients that are over before the steaa
generator can have any impact on the core behavior, a
jVery simple steam generator option can be used. Also,
ja simple IHX treatment can be used to terminate the
!calculation at the IHX and eliminate the intermediate
iloop and the steam generators entirely. For the simple
:IHX treatment, the user specifies the primary side
temperature drop and thermal center as a function of
time. For analysing the initial core behavior result-
ling from a rapid transient, such as the complete break
|of a primary loop pipe, the transient thermal behavior
;of the IHX is of little importance, and the behavior of
the Intermediate loops and steam generators is of even
iless Importance. For such a case, the simple IHX
I treatment can eliminate much unnecessary computation.
|For slower transients in which IHX and intermediate
|loop behavior are important, the simple IHX model is
I not appropriate unless the user happens to know the IHX
|thermal behavior from other sources.

i i
ISASSYS EXAMPLE: STATION BLACKOUT !
I i

! As an example of the capabilities of SASSYS, a
{case involving loss of all pump power and loss of feed
jwater to the steam generators was run. For this case,
|a 1000 MWT loop-type reactor was used. The reactor was
Initially running at normal power and flow. At time
zero, the power to the main sodium pumps and the feed
water pumps for the steam generators was lost. The
control rods also scrammed at thi3 time. After the

Description

highest power drivers

average power drivers

lowest power drivers

radial blankets

primary pumps coasted down to about ten per cent of
normal flow, the primary pump pony motors held the flow
at this level for five minutes. The pony motors then
quit. The intermediate loop pony motors did not run at
all. This case is a hypothetical case that was run
only to demonstrate the capabilities of the code. It
may not be a realistic case for any current reactor
design, although it is similar to cases that have been
considered by Addlton Q3[) for the FFTF reactor, except
that Additon assumed that the air dump heat exchangers
in one of the three FFTF loops remained operational.

Four channels were used to represent the core and
radial blankets, as Indicated in Table 3. Also, an
junheated bypass flow around the core was modelled.
During normal operation, the unheated bypass flow
amounted to about 8.3 per cent of the total primary
flow. Outside the vessel, the primary and intermediate
sodium pumps, the intermediate heat exchangers, the
steam generators, the intermediate loop expansion tanks,
and all of the connecting piping were modelled.

0.08

0.06 -

0.04 -
a

0.02 -

0.00

-0.02
300

Fig. 5.

TIME.s

Flows From the Coolant Inlet Plenum
After Loss of Pony Motors
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Figure 5 shows the calculated flows out of the
• coolant inlet plenum after the pony motors stopped*
These flows were all normalized to the steady-state
total vessel flow. Initially Channel 2, which repre-
sented the average power driver subassemblies, had the
highest flow, since It contained the largest number of
subassemblies. Channel 1, which represented only a few
higher power subassemblies, had the highest flow per
aubassembly before the pony motors stopped.

In the early part of the transient, the reactor
power dropped faster than the coolant flow because the
control rods scrammed faster than the pumps coasted
down. This led to a drop in temperature in the outlet
plenum. The five minutes of pony motor operation
pushed this cooler outlet plenum sodium into the hot
leg of the primary loop, partly destroying the natural
circulation gravity head. Also, the operation of the
pony motors in the primary loop but not in the inter-
mediate loop resulted in primary loop flows that were
higher than the intermediate loop flows, leading to an
increase in temperatures in the lower parts of the IHX
and a higher IHX primary outlet temperature. This
effect also reduced the thermal head in the primary
sytem.

; The coolant in Channel 1 was hot enough to have
enough buoyancy that the flow in this channel never
reversed, although the flow almost stopped for a while.
The psak coolant temperature reached 57 K below the
saturation temperature before the flow rate increases
enough to reduce the peak temperature.

The first channel in which flow reversal occurred
:is Channel 4, representing the radial blankets. The
unheated bypass and Channel 3, representing the lower
power driver subasseiiblies reversed flow soon after.
These were the coole3t channels when the pony motors
stopped, and they did not have enough buoyancy to sus-
tain positive flow.

Channel 2 was the only channel that boiled in this
case, and it only boiled for a short time. Before
boiling the flow reversed for a while in this channel.
The flow went positive again before boiling started.
At 437 seconds, which is when boiling started, the
sodium which boiled initially had spent a long time in
the core. This sodium had first gone upward through
the core; then it went back down through the core when
flow reversed, and upward through the core again when
flow went positive. i

; A superheat of 10 K was assumed before the start
:of boiling. This superheat caased enough vapor pres-
sure to reverse the inlet flow momentarily in this
!channel after the start of boiling. The buoyancy of
ithe vapor bubbles tended to increase the flow through
ithe channel, and the channel was not hot enough t~-
1 sustain the vapor pressure for long; so belling stopped

after about .25 second.
, i

i The core flow recovered after the boiling stopped,
providing enough flow to cool the core. Eventually

|though, S03.9. heat removal from the sodium must occur,
either by re-starting the feed waLc-r pumps or by oper-
jatlng an emergency heat removal system, to prevent
!overheating of the whole system.

This case required 125 seconds of central pro-
cessor time on an IBM 37G model 195 computer to run the
first 437 seconds of the transient, up to the start of
boiling. The 0.25 seconds of boiling required an ad-

ditional 10 seconds of computer time. A time step size
of 1 second was used up to the onset of boiling. Then
the time step size was cut to .01 second, and the boil-
ing model used an internal time step that averaged .003
seconds•

SUMMARY

The SASSYS LMFBR systems analysis code was devel-
oped to provide a flexible and efficient tool for ana-
lyzing the consequences of failures in the shut-down
heat removal system of an LMFBR. The key aspects of
shut-down heat removal transients are addressed using
numerical algorithms that provide for rapid computa-
tion. The reactor core treatment in SASSYS can be much
more detailed than the core treatments usually found in
LMFBR systems codes. The code has the flexibility to
handle any LMFBR design: loop or pool, hot leg pump or
cold leg pump, once-through steam generator or evapora-
tor-superheater combination, and homogeneous core or
heterogeneous core with internal blankets. The code
uses a modular approach that makes It easy to replace
or modify component treatments. Many components can be
treated with either a simple, fast running model or a
more detailed but slower running model.
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